
 
REPORT FORM 

 
2nd round of Structured Dialogue Period:  

Trio Presidency Ireland-Lithuania-Greece 
 

DEADLINE: Thursday, 1st of August, 2013 
 

 
Please find below a report form allowing your National Working Group or International Non-
Governmental Youth Organisation to communicate the results of the consultation to the 
European Steering Committee. The input you will provide through this form will serve as a 
common base for the discussions at EU level.  
 
In order to allow the European Steering Committee to integrate the results of the consultations in 
preparation for the EU Youth Conference in Lithuania, we kindly ask you to please send this 
report form filled in to the European Steering Committee for the implementation of the 
structured dialogue (mail to: bianca.faragau@youthforum.org and international@lijot.lt) and to 
your national government by Thursday, 1st of August, 2013. 
 
The European Steering Committee kindly asks you to fill out this form in English and return it 
in typed format (not as a PDF file, please).  

 
Technical details of the consultation:  

 
Please provide the requested information on your National Working Group or international youth 
NGO: 
 
Details of the contact persons: 

Name Eliza POPPER (youth contact)  
(Ministry contact: Balázs MÁRTON, balazs.marton@emmi.gov.hu) 

E-mail address eliza.popper@ifjusagitanacs.hu 

Institution National Youth Council of Hungary 

Position president 

EU Member State Hungary 



Members of the National Working Group (number and names) 

Youth Organisations Eliza Popper <eliza.popper@ifjusagitanacs.hu>, National Youth Council 
Csaba Káncz < csaba.kancz2@t-online.hu >, National Youth Council 
Kristóf Papp < kristof.papp@aegee-budapest.hu >, National Youth Council 
Polgár Zsuzsanna <polgar.zs.e@gmail.com>; Youth Consultation Cycle 
Kinga Joó <kingajoo@yahoo.com>; National Student Union Foundation 
Tímea Sófalvi <sofalvi.timea@csoportteka.hu>; Csoport-téka Association 
Zoltán Hámori <hamori.zoltan@i-dia.org>; Foundation for Democratic Youth 

National Authorities 
(please specify if Ministry 
for Youth and/or 
representatives from other 
Ministries) 

Balázs Márton <balazs.marton@emmi.gov.hu>; Ministry of Human Resources

National Agencies Éva Járosi <eva.jarosi@ncsszi.hu> National Institute for Family and Social 
Policy, YiA Programme Unit 
Éva Vas <eva.vas@ncsszi.hu> National Institute for Family and Social Policy, 
YiA Programme Unit 
Csilla Szabó <cs.szabo@tpf.hu >, Tempus Public Foundation 

Others (please specify) Judit Balogh <BaloghJu@lab.hu>; Hungarian Labour Inspectorate 
Péter Pillók <peter.pillok@ncsszi.hu>; National Institute for Family and Social 
Policy, Research Department 
Ákos Szabó <akos.szabo@ncsszi.hu>; National Institute for Family and Social 
Policy, Research Department 
 

Level of the consultation (international, national, regional, local) 

Local no 

Regional no 

National yes 

International  
(for international youth 
NGOs) 

no 

What methodologies were used? 

Target group consulted  Specify the methodology of the consultation  Number of 
people 



Young people online questionnaires (CAWI), offline questionnaires (PAPI) 805 

Young people represented 
by youth organisations 

semi-structured online interview 5 

Experts (e.g. NWG, youth 
researches, youth workers, 
employment agencies, 
social services, etc.). 
Please specify. 

semi-structured online interview 5 

Public authorities in the 
field of youth or in social 
affairs and welfare or 
others. Please specify. 

semi-structured online interview (experts of the National Labour 
Office) 

100 

Good practices from the 
consultation 

A considerable amount of the questionnaires were filled in by young people 
during EFOTT, the biggest student summer festival of the country. During this 
event programme officers from the National Agency of the YIA Programme 
had the possibility for additional personal consultation with young respondents 
of the questionnaire. The applied method provided appropriate transparency 
for the consultation process, and made it possible to involve young people 
from different subcultural backgrounds in the consultation. 

Do you have any 
suggestions / comments 
on the current process?  

 

Please share good practices 
how the results of the 
previous dialogue process 
made an impact / changes 
on local, regional and 
national levels in your 
country.  

The Structured Dialogue process became part of the National Youth Strategy, 
which appoints strategic directions related to youth work until 2024. These 
strategies are broken down into two-year action plans which are implemented 
by the current government. The Structured Dialogue process has a separate 
action in the current action plan. 

The Structured Dialogue process received high emphasis at the Participation 
Working Group of the National Youth Work Consultation Forum, in which 
both youth representatives, civil sociaty and government representatives are 
present and were reviewing the national results of the process, as well as its 
practices and its status.   



GUIDING QUESTIONS  
  

Structured Dialogue on Youth and Social Inclusion 
 

1. What measures can be taken to support the smooth transition and equal access of 
young people in your country: 

o between education phases (e.g. from primary to tertiary education)  
o from education to employment 
o from family household to autonomous life? 

 
According to the opinion of Hungarian youngsters and experts, there are already huge 
differences among the standard of the different educational institutions on primary school level. 
As a result, if someone has problems with basic competences when finishing primary school, 
he/she can only integrate in the world of secondary and higher education with great additional 
difficulties. Consequently, the respondents felt crucial that the educational standard of primary 
schools with low performance is improved and quality assurance of education in general is 
guaranteed. 
Based on the responses of young people, in order to get into, and perform well in, secondary 
school, the following qualities are needed: determination, preparedness and hard work. 
Additionally, for successful entrance and good performance in higher education, sufficient 
financial means are also needed. Therefore it is really important to financially support less well-
to-do students during their studies.  
It is crucial to have personalised educational and career guidance for young people while still in 
the educational system, in schools. Every student should be assisted to recognise their own skills 
and abilities, thus to make a reasoned decision about their further education in a field which suits 
their interests and is also useful in the labour market. 
Community-owned, cheap flats can provide great help for young people in setting up an 
independent living. They can make housing affordable for young people besides assisting them 
in saving money for their future home of their own. 
 

2. What are the social, economic and civic consequences that some young people are not 
in employment, education or training? 

If young people en masse are forced out of education, training and the labour market its negative 
economic, social and demographic consequences will span over decades. The economic and 
social costs of prevention from such an undesirable situation are much less, than the costs of later 
reintegration of affected youngsters. 
Long-term exclusion from education and the labour market destroys just those spiritual 
fundamentals (self-confidence, self-esteem, self-recognition etc.) which are necessary for the 
youth to realise social integration opportunities and successfully take them. 
Mass migration motivated by hopelessness and despair may start among these young people, but 
this cannot in any case be considered as the solution to the problem, since these forced migrants 



do not have the skills and abilities necessary for successful integration in a foreign society. 
The forced postponement of adolescence and the failures of social integration may put 
youngsters at risk. Due to unsuccessful integration, the risk of deviancies and illegal drug-use, 
the number of people who see crime as a way of advancement may increase. 

3. What measures should be implemented to ensure that young people have access to 
and remain in the labour market? 

According to the young respondents, to be successful in school, intrinsic properties such as 
ambition, knowledge and diligence are needed. In tertiary education, however, money is also 
considered as a significant factor. Yet, to obtain a favourable position as a young person in the 
labour market in Hungary, good personal connections are believed to be the most important. 
Many youngsters feel that without sufficient connections it is not even worth trying to look for a 
job.    
Further strengthening of the dual educational system could be beneficial because it provides 
students both relevant knowledge to be gained directly from the labour market and the 
opportunity for building connections. Stronger co-operation between educational institutions and 
employers will increase the possibility for professional traineeships to be offered by employers 
in the labour market rather than by the educational institutions themselves. A trainee thus can 
develop connections during his/her traineeship and, in a fortunate case, can find his/her first job. 
Young people should be made aware of the benefits of voluntary work, especially since such 
activity is beneficial for liaising as well. Providing different kinds of tax allowances to 
employees as an incentive in order to help young people in the labour market entry could also be 
an adequate form of support. 
Closer co-operation between youth information and counselling offices and labour organizations 
could result in a better reach-out to youngsters with information about suitable job openings. 

4. What measures should be taken to prevent young people from leaving education and 
training early (before certification/qualification – school, college, university etc.)? 

 
In some educational institutions the standard of elementary education should be raised in order 
that students in secondary and tertiary education will perform well. Personal career orientation 
and skill development can be highly useful for a young person before making a choice for 
starting to learn a profession since it helps him/her take the educational path most suited to 
his/her abilities and interests. 
Career orientation with the help of cross-sectoral co-operation is essential to be set up within 
educational institutions to help students understand the mechanisms inherent in the labour 
market. Hence, they will be able to assess their career possibilities linked to a certain profession 
and may have an insight into what range of jobs are available to unskilled workers. 
As for the most disadvantaged young people who cannot continue their studies because of the 
lack of financial means, an adequate scholarship system needs to be established. 
 



5. What measures should be taken to motivate and encourage young people to 
participate in training and learning opportunities, youth programmes and other 
empowering initiatives? 

While being involved in different leisure activities, young people should be made aware of the 
opportunities they can participate in by schools, youth and other civil organizations in co-
operation. Besides, introducing them formerly run programs and successes, presenting them 
good examples is also important, for instance, by inviting alumni students who had taken part in 
similar educational programs or leisure activities, which (also) contributed to their educational / 
work achievements. 
Creative recreational youth camps could be established for young people to let them taste the 
pleasure of creation, an experience similar to work accomplishments or school achievements. 
Working on projects individually and in teams should be made possible for youngsters with the 
involvement of professional co-ordinators. Such projects reinforce positive feelings linked to 
efficiency in work and develop young people’s creativity. 
The credit system in higher education should be extended to certain types of voluntary work as 
well. 

6. What measures should be taken to improve young people's access to welfare services, 
including to health care, housing, information, guidance and financial support, to 
ensure a better social inclusion of young people? 

 
The affordable renting out of derelict houses to young people, as well as the provision of 
subsidized home loans by the state or local governments for youngsters for the acquisition of 
their first flat/house could be helpful. 
The establishment of hostels for young workers – based on the system of student hostels – could 
enhance the mobility of young people and their easier adaptation to the labour market 
requirements. These hostels could make a wide range of jobs – presently untargetable due to 
physical distance and high rent fees – accessible for young people. 
Young people should not only be entitled for free health care services during their studies, but till 
about the age of 25, until they „find their place in the society”. 
Youth organizations can provide assistance to young people primarily by counselling, and 
collecting / transferring information. In reaching the target group they can be more efficient in 
co-operation with educational institutions, e.g. setting up provisions within the walls of schools.  
The co-operation of youth information and counselling offices and labour organizations, as well 
as the involvement of civil organizations and – in certain cases – even the families of young 
people can considerably increase the efficiency of the provision of information. 
 



7. How can youth organisations and NGOs working with young people contribute to 
improving and implementing specific measures (e.g. the Youth Guarantee) that will 
enhance the social inclusion of young people? 

 
These organizations maintain a continuously updated database for young people on currently 
available job openings. The provision of information is supplemented, if needed, by personal 
consulting and career guidance. They also organize training courses on creative job seeking 
techniques. 
Significant results were achieved by exchange programs in encouraging young people to take 
initiative.  It is generally stated, however, that access to these programs need to be broadened, 
since they still provide opportunities only for a very limited number of young people. 
The “Youth Opportunities Initiative” is part of the “Youth on the Move” educational and 
employment initiative, the goal of which is the reduction of the level of youth unemployment. In 
2012 and 2013 several measures were implemented as part of this initiative in Hungary. 
 
 

8. What measures can be taken to ensure successful cross-sectoral cooperation between 
national, regional and local authorities, youth organisations, social partners, NGOs, 
youth workers and others working with young people to improve the  social inclusion of 
young people, especially for those who are not in employment, education or training? 

 
In itself, educational institutions and youth work cannot be expected to find answers to these 
problems. Hence, cross-sectoral dialogue and, linked to this, clear sectorial division of roles and 
tasks are essential. One of the prerequisites of such co-operation is a jointly operated indicator 
and information system and a common database which all authorities and civil organizations 
have access to. In order to ensure proper information flow and visibility these should be 
supplemented with compulsory conferences and professional training opportunities which should 
be organized regularly for representatives of all the related organizations/institutions. 
 
 
 
 







About the survey

• The survey was based on an online and an offline questionnaire

• The online survey was run through the following channels:
• Facebook 
• E-mail lists
• Hungarian National Youth Council
• Youth Consultation Circle, Hungary
• an additional questionnarie especially for youth workers

• We analysed answers of 805 respondents, ~100 offline, ~700 online 
• Duration of the data collection was between 26.06.2013 – 15.07.2013

• The analysis was made by:
• Ákos Szabó – researcher, National Institute for Family and Social 
Policy, Research Department
• Péter Pillók – senior research fellow, National Institute for Family 
and Social Policy, Research Department





From the list below which two things do you think are the most necessary for a 
young person to get into secondary education and complete it in Hungary? 
(summary of results)
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08. command of foreign languages

09. good connections, being known

10. money, financial means

11. aptitude

12. computer literacy

13. luck

14. knowledge, preparedness

15. cunning, tactics

16. entrepreneurship

SD Hungary
N=1389



From the list below which two things do you think are the most necessary for a 
young person to get into secondary education and complete it in Hungary? (1st 
choice)
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From the list below which two things do you think are the most necessary for a 
young person to get into secondary education and complete it in Hungary? (2nd 
choice)
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From the list below which two things do you think are the most necessary for 
a young person to get into higher (tertiary) education and complete it in 
Hungary? (summary of results)
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From the list below which two things do you think are the most necessary for 
a young person to get into higher (tertiary) education and complete it in 
Hungary? (1st choice)
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From the list below which two things do you think are the most necessary for 
a young person to get into higher (tertiary) education and complete it in 
Hungary? (2nd choice)
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Please rank the items below according to their level of necessity for a young 
person to find a good job in Hungary. (1 means absolutely necessary, 4 means 
completely unnecessary)

SD Hungary
N=801
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From the list below which two things do you think are the most necessary for a 
young person to succeed in life in Hungary? (summary of 1st and 2nd choices)
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From the list below which two things do you think are the most necessary for a 
young person to succeed in life in Hungary? (the most important – 1st choice)
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From the list below which two things do you think are the most necessary for a 
young person to succeed in life in Hungary? (2nd choice)
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Gender of respondents

SD Hungary
N=801



Distribution of respondents by age
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Distribution of respondents by their place of residence 
(Budapest, one of the 19 counties or abroad)

SD Hungary
N=803
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Distribution of respondents by education level

SD Hungary
N=801



Economic status of respondents
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